
 

 
 

11 MAY 2016 
 
Rt. Hon. Patrick McLoughlin MP 
Secretary of State for Transport 
Department for Transport 
Great Minster House 
33 Horseferry Road London 
SW1P 4DR 

AC-LGW-291 
 
 
Dear Patrick,  
 
Airport Capacity Programme 
 
We are sending to your officials new and updated analysis prepared by Gatwick Airport Limited 
and its specialist advisers relating to the Airports Commission’s assessments of Traffic & 
Connectivity and Economic Impacts.  The issues raised in these papers are fundamental to the 
Government’s forthcoming decision on airport expansion. 
 
This analysis reflects further information that has become available or apparent over the last year 
or so, including information obtained under FOI requests, and further detailed work we have 
undertaken since the completion of the Commission’s work.  This work highlights that the 
Commission’s report contains: fundamental data errors and omissions; the incorrect application of 
established Department for Transport methodologies; and material inconsistencies between 
analyses. 
 
Once the Commission’s analysis is corrected for these factors, it no longer supports the 
Commission’s conclusion that Heathrow is decisively the best option for traffic connectivity and 
economic benefit for the UK.  In fact, it supports the reverse conclusion that Gatwick is the better 
option for UK connectivity, especially for the regions, and delivers greater net economic benefit 
with far less damaging social and environmental costs, and a far lower risk profile. 
 
I have attached to this letter a short summary of this analysis, which highlights: 
 

• Errors and omissions in the Commission’s traffic data have come to light following an FOI 
request.  The Commission overstated the international traffic connectivity of Heathrow by 
4.2m passengers in 2030 and therefore its associated economic benefits, and failed to 
highlight the significantly more negative impact of Heathrow expansion on international 
connections from the nations and regions of the UK. 
 

• Gatwick has the strongest Economic Case of the three expansion options under all of the 
Commission’s traffic scenarios, based on the correct application of the Department for 
Transport’s WebTAG methodology.  Indeed, Gatwick would be classed as “high value for 
money”. 

 



 

 
 

• The PwC SCGE analysis of wider economic benefits relies on assumptions that directly 
contradict the Commission’s own traffic data.  Furthermore, according to the Commission’s 
own expert advisers, the PwC analysis is unreliable as a basis for assessing either the 
absolute or relative economic benefits of the schemes and should not be included as part of 
the Economic Case.  Nevertheless, the Commission continued to use this data out of 
context and without qualification, such that various parties - yourself included when 
addressing the Transport Select Committee -  have been led to believe that this is a 
cornerstone of the Economic Case for expansion. 

 
• Recent developments in aviation in the London system and globally undermine the 

Commission’s assumptions and strengthen the case for expansion at Gatwick.  These 
demonstrate a continuing trend of the strongest growth occurring outside of hub airports in 
Europe, in both the short-haul and long-haul markets, bolstered by new aircraft technology 
and new airline operating models.  
 

 
We would be pleased to engage with your officials to explain in detail our case and the supporting 
materials.  As explained above, the Commission has unfortunately based its entire 
recommendation on faulty analysis which needs to be revisited before the Government can make a 
sound decision.      
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

 
Sir Roy McNulty 
Chairman 
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Summary of analysis of the Airports Commission’s assessments of Traffic & 
Connectivity and Economic Impact  
 
Summarised below is new and updated analysis prepared by Gatwick Airport Limited and its 
specialist advisers relating to the Airports Commission’s (Commission) assessments of Traffic & 
Connectivity and Economic Impacts.  Further detail is being shared with officials at the Department 
of Transport (DfT). This analysis demonstrates that once the errors in the Commission’s work, 
which have been highlighted by the FOI data, are corrected: 
 

• Gatwick and Heathow deliver for the UK virtually identical levels of long haul and short haul 
traffic, with only a 0.25% difference (520k passengers) in 2030 in terms of total passengers 
and just a 0.10% difference (60k passengers) in terms of long-haul passengers; 
 

• Gatwick and Heathrow deliver for the UK a virtually identical mix of traffic between business 
and leisure, and in terms of destinations served; 

 
• The negative impact on the regions is far greater with Heathrow expansion - 2m fewer 

passengers would use regional airports in 2030, with Birmingham and Manchester 
particularly badly affected; 

 
• Gatwick has the strongest economic case if the DfT methodology is properly applied - 

currently it does not take into account scheme costs and includes benefits which would not 
accrue to the UK; 

 
• PwC was wrongly instructed by the Commission to apply a traffic mix consistent with 

historic patterns.  This is inconsistent with Commission’s own work and overstates the 
relative benefit of Heathrow by £35bn; 

 
• PwC applied an untested productivity effect, which has even been strongly criticised by the 

Commission’s independent advisers.  Coupled with the errors by the Commission in triple 
counting certain international passengers, this overstates the relative benefit of Heathrow 
by at least £18bn; 

 
• The combination of these two factors wipes at least £54bn off the £58bn of economic 

differential between Gatwick and Heathrow, as estimated by PwC; and 
 

• Air traffic in the London system continues to grow much faster than the Commission’s 
forecast - passenger numbers are already 8m ahead.  This means that a new runway is 
now needed in 2026, not 2030. 

 
The Commission’s approach has been one which has consistently omitted data which favours 
Gatwick and applied methodologies which have skewed its analysis in favour of Heathrow. 
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1. Errors and omissions in Commission’s traffic data. 
 

The FOI data released by the DfT shows that the Commission has triple counted a very 
substantial number of UK international passenger journeys, specifically “domestic-interliners”. 
For example, a passenger travelling to Hong Kong from Manchester via a London hub airport is 
wrongly counted as three long haul international passengers rather than one long haul (London 
to Hong Kong) and two domestic (one Manchester departure and one London arrival). This 
error applies to both schemes but has a much bigger impact on the Heathrow expansion.  It 
overstates UK international passengers under Heathrow expansion by 4.2m in 2030.  As 
shown in the table below, once corrected the difference in UK short-haul traffic is just 0.52m in 
2030 (or 0.27%), predominantly reflecting higher UK outbound leisure traffic to Europe under 
Heathrow expansion.  In terms of UK long-haul traffic, the difference is even smaller at 0.06m 
or 0.10%.  These differences are immaterial, particularly in the context of an ultra-long term 
forecast and the inherent uncertainties of the forecasting process. 
 

UK International O&D Passenger Volumes 
(2030, Assessment of Need, Carbon Traded) 

 (m) Long-haul Short-haul 
(International) 
 

 Heathrow expansion 61.17 189.98 
 Gatwick expansion 61.11 189.46 
 Difference 0.06 0.52 
 0.10% 0.27% 

 
 
Given the weighting attached to long-haul passengers by the Commission, this triple counting 
error profoundly skews the reported connectivity and economic benefits in Heathrow’s favour  - 
benefits which were cited by the Commission as the principal reasons for its recommendation 
in favour of Heathrow.   
 
In its final report the Commission chose to present comparative figures at Heathrow and 
Gatwick airports rather than the more relevant figures which relate to the outcome for the UK 
under both expansion schemes.  The Commission used this construct to claim superior 
connectivity for Heathrow vs. Gatwick expansion. The FOI disclosed figures which clearly show 
that this misrepresented the data (where connectivity for the UK was nearly identical) and failed 
to highlight the benefit of Gatwick’s better international connectivity for the regions.   
 
The FOI has also made available important traffic data that the Commission chose not to 
publish, in particular a detailed breakdown of its UK Origin & Destination passenger forecasts 
(i.e. passengers who either start or end journeys in the UK). The purpose and destination of 
these trips is a key outcome in terms of UK international connectivity, and consequently a key 
driver of the economic assessment and of each runway scheme.  There are two important 
conclusions from this analysis: 
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• UK Long Haul Traffic is virtually identical under both Heathrow and Gatwick expansion. 

 
The Commission placed great weight on the ability of Heathrow to generate more UK long 
haul traffic and more routes to long haul destinations. However, the Commission’s own 
data, when corrected, shows that UK long haul traffic (i.e people starting or ending a 
journey in the UK) under expansion at either Gatwick or Heathrow is virtually identical. In 
2030, Gatwick 61.11m passengers and 123 routes compared with Heathrow 61.17m 
passengers and 124 routes and, in 2050, Gatwick 96.27m passengers and Heathrow 
96.21m. Given that the Commission came down in favour of Heathrow essentially because 
of its perceived advantage over Gatwick on long haul traffic, this data clearly drives a coach 
and horses through their central premise.  
 
It is also clear that there is no material difference in the journey purpose (business vs. 
leisure) or origin/destination (Europe vs. Far East vs. North America, etc.) of these 
passengers under either expansion scheme.  The chart below emphasises this point, 
showing the number of business passengers traveling to/from the UK and different regions 
of the World. 
 

UK International O&D Business Passengers  
(2030, Assessment of Need, Carbon Traded) 

 

 
 
 

• The negative impact on airports in the nations and regions of the UK would be significantly 
greater with Heathrow than Gatwick 
 
The data shows that UK domestic passenger traffic is the same (39.4m in 2030) whether 
Gatwick or Heathrow expands (although regional routes to Heathrow fall from seven to four 
with a third runway). However, in terms of direct international traffic, it shows that services 
to/from regional airports would grow faster under Gatwick expansion compared to 
Heathrow, leading to better balanced growth for Britain. By 2030 in total regional airports 
would handle 2m more international passengers per annum under Gatwick expansion than 
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under Heathrow expansion, including 800,000pa more at Birmingham and 200,000pa more 
at Manchester. 

 
 
2. Gatwick has the strongest Economic Case of the three expansion options under all the 

Commission’s traffic scenarios, based on the DfT WebTAG methodology, and would be 
classed as “high value for money”. 

 
As well as using uncorrected traffic figures as explained above, the Commission failed to apply 
correctly the DfT WebTAG methodology: 
 
• The Commission has focused almost entirely on economic benefits and suggests that 

scheme costs are not relevant to the analysis. Yet these capital costs are a financial burden 
to the UK economy which will, over time, be borne by airport/surface access users or 
taxpayers and, in line with WebTAG guidance, should be included in the analysis. How the 
scheme is funded - by the public or private sector, UK or foreign investors - is a separate 
consideration.  
 

• The Commission includes in its assessment of economic benefits those consumer benefits 
that accrue to international-to-international passengers. These are not benefits to the UK 
economy and, in line with specific WebTAG guidance on this point, should be excluded 
from an analysis that is designed to estimate benefits to the UK.  

 
Correcting for these two errors of methodology, Gatwick has the strongest Economic Case, 
under all the traffic scenarios considered by the Commission. This is shown clearly in the chart 
following, based on the Commission’s traffic projections and removing the economic benefits to 
the UK of international-international passengers (i.e. overseas passengers merely transiting 
through London to visit or do business in other countries).  
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WebTAG Net Present Value (after correcting for I-to-I passengers) under each of the 

Commission’s traffic scenarios 
(AON - Assessment of need; GG - Global Growth; RDOE -  Relative decline of Europe; LCIK - Low cost is king; GF - Global fragmentation) 

 
 
  

 
 
Once again contrary to WebTAG guidance, the Commission has not conducted a risk 
assessment and reflected this in its economic analysis. Nor has the Commission assessed the 
impact on the Economic Case of the conditions it has placed on the development of Heathrow, 
which would have a significant impact on traffic and costs and therefore economic benefits.  
 
Such assessments need to be undertaken by the DfT, a matter that the Chair of the Treasury 
Select Committee has also raised with the Secretary of State for Transport and the Chancellor.  
The Gatwick project clearly has a far lower risk profile than that of Heathrow (size and 
complexity of the development, planning obstacles, disruption, multiple interdependencies, 
etc.). Similarly the environmental challenges (noise, air quality and carbon) and negative social 
impact of Heathrow are significantly more onerous.  
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3. The PwC SCGE analysis of wider economic benefits is unreliable as a basis for 

assessing either the absolute or relative economic benefits of the schemes.   
 
 
Much prominence has been given to the PwC analysis by a number of parties as evidence of 
the economic benefits of expansion.  The Commission highlighted the results of this analysis in 
the Executive Summary of its report and associated publicity materials, despite its own 
advisers counselling “caution in attaching significant weight either to the absolute or relative 
results” of this work and how it should be interpreted, and the Commission removing the PwC 
analysis from its Economic Case and presenting it as part of its “Strategic Case”.  
Unfortunately, following the Secretary of State for Transport’s reference to this analysis without 
the necessary qualification, it has now been suggested by the Transport Select Committee that 
the Secretary of State accepts this aspect of the Commission’s Economic Case.  
 
The PwC analysis suggested that there is a £58bn difference in the economic value of the 
schemes (£147bn Heathrow; £89bn Gatwick). However, our analysis and the data released 
through the FOI demonstrates such a difference is inconsistent with the Commission’s own 
traffic forecasts which show almost identical levels and mix of UK Origin & Destination (“O&D”) 
traffic under each scheme. This measure of traffic is important since, as PwC recognise, 
transfer traffic (greater in the case of Heathrow) or O&D market share gain at the expense of 
Regional or other London airports (greater in the case of Heathrow) have no bearing on the key 
drivers of incremental economic benefits of the schemes to the UK. There are two principal 
issues in the PwC analysis that give rise to almost all of the supposed difference in economic 
value:  

 
• The largest single driver of the difference in economic value of the scheme is the assumed 

mix of incremental inbound/outbound passengers facilitated by each scheme. The 
Commission instructed PwC to use the historic mix of traffic at Heathrow and Gatwick 
airports for its projections to 2050 irrespective of which airport is expanded. Perhaps not 
surprisingly, this assumption was neither properly disclosed nor justified in the 
Commission’s report and, equally unsurprisingly, gives rise to a huge calculated economic 
benefit for Heathrow vs. Gatwick. The Commission has failed to explain why it instructed 
PwC to use this assumption which is contradicted by the Commission’s own traffic forecasts 
(based on the DfT model) and which, when used, clearly skews the analysis in favour of 
Heathrow.  Correcting this assumption eliminates £35.1bn of the difference in economic 
values. This is a clear and unexplained failure of the Commission’s analytical process.  
 

• The second major difference in economic value of the scheme is through a “productivity 
effect” estimated by PwC using an untested approach which points to a highly sensitive 
relationship between passenger numbers and productivity (and very different between 
Heathrow and Gatwick, without explanation).  This aspect of the model has drawn most 
criticism from the Commission’s independent advisors. Given the economic weighting 
attached to long-haul passengers in the PwC analysis, it is evident that the overstatement 
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of international long-haul passengers by the Commission (see Section 1 above) will have 
resulted in a significant error in the absolute and relative economic values of the schemes 
in terms of productivity.  We estimate that correcting this assumption eliminates £18.8bn of 
the difference in economic values. 

 
In summary, the Commission concluded that Heathrow expansion would generate far greater 
economic benefits than Gatwick expansion based on PwC’s flawed assumptions and 
specifically the assumptions used in relation to traffic mix and differences in the economic 
benefit of a passenger, based merely on whether such a passenger flies through Heathrow or 
another airport. These inputs have not been properly highlighted, justified or explained by the 
Commission and do not make sense. Correcting just these two assumptions removes at least 
£54bn of the £58bn difference in economic value between the Gatwick and Heathrow schemes 
estimated by PwC.   
 

 
4. Recent developments in aviation in the London system and globally undermine the 

Commission’s assumptions and strengthen the case for expansion at Gatwick. 
 
The above points are made in relation to the Commission’s traffic forecasts, assumptions and 
analysis. We would like also to draw attention to some more recent developments in aviation, 
both globally and specifically in the London system. This new information shows that significant 
elements of the Commission’s traffic forecasts are now materially out of date. It also directly 
contradicts the Commission’s core traffic conclusions that are central to its recommendations.  
 
First, it is now evident that the volume and rate of traffic growth has been significantly under-
estimated for Gatwick. Traffic volumes at Gatwick in 2015 have already reached the levels that 
the Commission are forecasting in 2025. Additionally, Gatwick’s annual rate of growth over the 
last three years has surpassed what the Commission forecast for the year following opening of 
a new runway. Other non-Heathrow airports in the London system are also growing strongly - 
Stansted +11% (March16 MAT) and Luton +17% (2015 CY vs 2014). Lower fares are 
contributing to this growth, driven by the low cost airline model (fast turn, high aircraft 
utilisation), increased competition and in part lower oil prices. The Commission’s forecasting, 
and more specifically the DfT traffic model, fails to take into account this price elasticity of traffic 
demand. It is, therefore, ill-equipped to forecast a two runway Gatwick and this will significantly 
underplay Gatwick’s advantages of lower fares as a result of lower scheme costs and 
increased competition. A secondary consequence of under-forecasting near term traffic is that 
the need date for an additional runway was placed too late - at 2030. Passenger numbers are 
already 8 million higher than the Commission’s forecasts at the London system level. If the 
Commission’s traffic forecasts are re-based to today’s levels, then additional runway capacity is 
needed in 2026, and not 2030. 
 
Second, the Commission has consistently commented that Gatwick does not provide the right 
type of capacity to attract new long haul destinations to new markets, and instead caters for the 
intra-European leisure market. This is not the case. Gatwick has added 20 new long haul 
routes for the 2016 summer alone, and will now serve over 50 long haul destinations using a 
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full range of airline business models. These destinations include both leisure and business 
routes as well as serving new emerging markets such as Chongqing and Tianjin in China, Lima 
in Peru, and Hong Kong. Recent data also disproves the Commission’s contention that new 
long haul markets are constrained by a lack of capacity today. Out of the 11 new routes 
launched at Heathrow this summer, only 2 of them are long haul. The constraint is not a lack of 
slots, but rather a result of low demand rendering such routes uneconomic.  
 
Third, the Commission placed great emphasis on the need for the UK to have a mega-hub 
airport to compete with other major European airports at Paris, Frankfurt, Amsterdam and 
Madrid.  The Commission dismissed the point-to-point model and the ability of new technology 
aircraft to challenge the hub model.  In fact, the majority of growth in intra-Europe connectivity 
has been driven by airports other than Heathrow, Paris Charles de Gaulle, Frankfurt, 
Amsterdam and Madrid.  Only 65 of the 1,894 new route pairs over the last decade have been 
form one of these five airports.  Likewise, 73% of new European long-haul routes over the last 
decade have been from airports outside these five airports.  This trend is now clearly 
accelerating because new technology aircraft such as the Dreamliner are patently better suited 
to growing the point to point market. 

 
Finally, a few other recent developments are worth highlighting regarding airline support for 
expansion. IAG continues to vehemently oppose the Heathrow development and has stated 
that it is not prepared to pay for the scheme. Conversely, Gatwick expansion recently received 
the support of Norwegian Air, stating it will bring 50 B787 Dreamliners and 100 short haul 
aircraft to Gatwick if it is permitted a new runway. 

 
In conclusion, we continue to believe that the Commission’s core traffic analysis failed to recognise 
the impact on consumers of the much higher airport charges at Heathrow than would be the case 
at Gatwick (£30-40 per passenger at Heathrow versus £15 at Gatwick).  Nor has the Commission’s 
analysis recognised the benefits to consumers of Gatwick expansion in the form of lower air fares 
as a result of much lower costs and greater positive impact on competition.  These could be 
expected to boost traffic and connectivity but, as noted by the Commission’s experts, this impact 
was not recognised because the modelling could not take account of the price elasticity of demand. 
 
Even if the Commission’s detailed traffic projections are used to assess the traffic connectivity and 
economic impacts of the schemes then, once errors are corrected, the conclusions clearly 
contradict those reached by the Commission, and on which its overall recommendation was based.  
Traffic connectivity in terms of passenger volumes, mix and destinations is virtually identical, with a 
better outcome for connectivity for the UK’s nations and regions, under Gatwick expansion.    As a 
consequence, the gross economic benefits for the UK are broadly similar but the net economic 
benefits are clearly superior for Gatwick under all scenarios because of its much lower costs and 
risks. This is quite aside from issues such as deliverability, social and environmental 
consequences. 
 
Gatwick Airport Limited 
11 May 2016 


